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Introduction 

Prior to setting up and using the Achievement and Behaviour Module it is imperative that 
due consideration and consultation is given to your school’s Behaviour policy.  Without 
this and clearly written procedures your behaviour policy may not be accurately reflected 
in SIMS and data will be jaded.  It is highly recommended that schools consult with the 
Data Management Services team before embarking on setting up Achievement and 
Behaviour.    

The reports have been created for Primary Schools to enable all SIMS users to view 
recorded data relating to Behaviour and Achievement in either Word or Excel output.  For a 
class teacher this may be to print weekly Certificates for Effort, whilst SLT or Governors 
can easily analyse data using pivot tables in Excel to identify ‘hotspots’ or trends.    

The catalogue gives the Report Title, an Illustration of what the report will look like and the 
Filters that can be applied. Most of the reports are in the Student Focus within SIMS 
reporting.  In addition, there are also suggestions as to when and to whom the report may 
be useful.  Where an academic year filter has been applied in the report this is given in the 
report title.    

Full details on importing and running reports can be found at http://bit.ly/dms_reporting 

Report Training 

Courses are run regularly at Hertfordshire Development Centre and can be booked on line 
at http://bit.lydms_cpd 
 

Please do ensure you read the course description to ensure the course content is correct 
for your needs.   

Onsite training can be tailored to your specific needs and delivered at a time to suit you.  
This could vary from training staff to run reports and/or demonstrating at a staff meeting 
how reports can be run to assist SLT with analysing data.   Please e-mail your request to 
the ICT Service Desk at help@sd.hertsforlearning.co.uk  and a consultant will call you to 
arrange a visit. 

Questions 

Should you have any queries or questions then please do not hesitate to contact the ICT 
Service Desk on 01438 844777 Option 1 then Option 1 again.   

Reports cannot be run backed dated to a previous academic year. The reports do not 
have an effective date run on and therefore student memberships will always be current. 

Some reports may take a significant amount of time to run to completion – especially 
when capturing data over a long date range. 

The screenshots are offered to demonstrate the output when a report is generated and 
not date relevant.  

 

http://bit.ly/dms_reporting
http://bit.lydms_cpd/
mailto:help@sd.hertsforlearning.co.uk
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Excel Functionality within some Reports  

Utilising the functionality of Excel when the report has run will provide additional data that 
may be useful.   

Filters 

Where a filter   appears in the report other options within the filter can be selected.  This 
may be useful if you would like to know for example, which Award has been given most 
frequently in the BM PRI All Achievements for a Teacher. 

PivotData Sheet/Data Sheet 

This sheet in the workbook contains all the information that was used to generate the 
report.  If a report is not showing as you would have expected it is useful to check this 
sheet.  This sheet is also useful to see the detail of what is sitting behind a number within 
the report.   

Count of Type Sheet  

This will show all the pupil names with a number next to it and is an useful overview if you 
do not wish to use the Filter functionality.   

How to Use Pivot Tables in Excel  

Pivot tables enable easy manipulation of data in order to carry out further analysis.  A large 
amount of data is available within the report, which can be used for very specific and 
detailed analysis.  For example, you may wish to know how many pupils in Year 4 have 
received achievements and then split the data displayed into boys and girls. 

After running the report from SIMS the data will be displayed in numerous sheets within 
the workbook all appropriately named.   

 

When a sheet is selected the Pivot Table Field List will be displayed.  If this is not showing 
or you accidently close it then:-  

1. In Excel 2010 select the Options ribbon then click the Field List button.   
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In Excel 2013 or Excel 2016 select the Analyze ribbon then click Field List.   

 

2. The Pivot Table Field List will be displayed.  This displays all the fields that you 
are able to use in the sheet.  These can be selected for inclusion in the report by 
ticking your required fields.  By default, they will show as columns in the report.   

 

3. There are four areas to the Pivot Table; Row, Page, Column or Data in which data 
can be displayed.  The illustration below is an ‘empty’ one, which will only 
become visible if all the fields are removed from the Pivot Table.  However, this 
illustration will enable you to place data in your preferred area of the Pivot Table. 

 

4. Fields can either be dragged into the table into the required area or added using 
the boxes below the Pivot Table Field List.   

5. To drag a field, select it then keep the mouse button suppressed, drag it into one 
of the four areas.  For example, Reg has been selected from the Pivot Table 
Field List and is dragged so that it is displayed next to the pupil name.   

 

6. Release the mouse once in position, and the new data will be displayed.   
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7. The illustration above shows the Total and Sub Totals for the pupil which can be 
too complex.  To remove the Sub-Totals right click on the Student button and 
remove the tick from Subtotal “Student”.   

 

8. Data is displayed without Total.   

 

To avoid overcomplicating the table and making it more difficult to read it is wise to drag 
fields which are not required out first.   

9. Alternatively, you may wish to place a field into one of the boxes below the Pivot 
Table Field List.  This can be done by dragging the field from the Pivot Table 
Field List into one of the boxes.   

 

10. To include Gender in the Row click on Gender in the Pivot Table Field List, keep 
the mouse button suppressed and drag to the Row Labels.  Release the mouse 
button.   
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11. The field is now displayed in the box. 

 

12. This is then reflected in the data.   

 

13. It is also possible to drag fields from one box to another using the same method 
of clicking and dragging.    

14. To see just Males click the arrow adjacent to Gender and remove all ticks except 
the one for M.   

 

15. This option is available anywhere in the Excel spreadsheet where the black 

arrow is shown enabling analysis.  When a filter has been applied the image  
is replaced with .   

16. If in error you place a field in the incorrect area click on the black arrow adjacent 
to the field you wish to move. 

 

17. The menu options will be displayed and you can make your selection.  This 
includes removing the field and ordering the rows.     

 

18. The field can also be dragged back out of the Pivot Table to remove it.   
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19. Moving the Gender Field above the Student Field in Row labels will display the 
data grouping by gender first.   

 

 

20. Placing the field Activity into the Page Fields Area either by selecting it and 
dragging it to A1 or dragging into the Report Filter box enables greater analysis 
of data.  The example below shows English.   

 

21. Charts are displayed using the data from the relative data sheet e.g  the Type 
Chart is based on the data from the Type sheet.  .  If 
changes are made to the data sheet these will be reflected immedialty on the 
chart sheet. 
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Pivot Table Achievement and Behaviour Reports  

NB: The screenshots are offered to demonstrate the output when a report is generated and not date 
relevant. 

 

BM PRI Achievement Analysis Pivot Table 

 

 

Filters: Date is between 
Output: Excel  
Useful for SLT and Governors as analysed data can be viewed easily as a chart.   
 
This report will display both chart and numerical data for a wide range of scenarios.  

Within the workbook there are numerous sheets all of which can be manipulated further by 
using the Pivot Table functionality.   
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BM PRI Behaviour Analysis Pivot Table 

 

 

Filters: Date is between 
Output: Excel  
Useful for SLT and Governors as analysed data can be viewed easily as a chart. 

This report will display both chart and numerical data for a wide range of scenarios. It also 
contains an analysis of types of bullying. 

 

Within the workbook there are numerous sheets all of which can be manipulated further by 
using the Pivot Table functionality. 
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BM PRI Achievement Points Pivot Table 

 

 
 

Focus: Student 
Output: Excel  

Filters: Achievement Date is between  
Useful :This report contains the same analysis structure as the Achievement Analysis 
Pivot Table except that it analyses points rather than the number of incidents.  The chart 
tabs for Reg and House will allow graphical support for school competitions. 
Please note:  the attendance % included is for the current academic year and not for the 
date range selected at run-time. 

BM PRI Behaviour Points Pivot Table 

This report contains the same analysis structure as the Behaviour Analysis Pivot Table 
except that it analyses points rather than the number of incidents.   

Please note:  the attendance % included is for the current academic year and not for the 
date range selected at run-time. 

 

Focus:  Student 
Output: Excel  
Filter:  Behaviour Date is between 
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Achievement Reports 

BM PRI Pupils with NO Achievements Logged 

 

Filters: Date between, Year Group, Reg Group and House 
Output: Excel 
Useful to check that all pupils have received an achievement within a date range.   
 

BM PRI Achievement Report  

 

Filters: Date between, Year Group and Reg Group 
Output: Word  
Useful for Class Teachers and the SLT to gain an overview of the Achievements given and 
by whom.   

BM PRI Achievement Type Exceeds 3 

 

Filters: Type and Date is Between  
Output: Excel  
Useful for SLT who monitor achievements.  Clicking on the dropdown arrow next to Total 
will allow different options to be selected.   
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BM PRI All Achievements for a Teacher 

 

Filters: Initials of Staff, Date is between, Achievement Type and Award Given  
Output: Word  
Useful for All Staff to see what they have recorded and for SLT to monitor staff 
recordings of achievements.   
 

Please note that staff initials, which are needed to run the report, can be viewed in a 
staff record subject to the correct access rights in Personnel.   

 

BM-PRI Certificate For Modification  

 

Filters: Date between and Reg Group  
Output: Word 
Useful  When certificates are awarded these can be printed directly from SIMS. 
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BM PRI Individual Ach Log 

 

When the report is run from the Student Focus the filters will allow for the Date, Year and 
Reg to be selected and show only 2018/19 data.  When the report is run from the Pupil’s 
Record all Achievements from the pupils Date of Admission will be shown.    
 

BM PRI Individual Achs by Reg Group 

 

Filters: Date, Year and Reg 
Output: Word 
Useful:  For Class Teachers to gain an overview of the Achievements recorded for 
pupils in their class. 
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BM PRI Quick Achievement Analysis 

 

 

 

 

Filters: Date is between 
Output: Analysis  
Useful to obtain an overview of Achievements throughout the school.  By using the row 
and column filters this report can be adapted as it counts all achievements logged within 
the specified date range.  Pupils can be identified by clicking on the number on the grid.  
To view the figures as a percentage click the downward arrow adjacent to Calculate 

.   
 

BM PRI Achievement 3 Yr Comparison 

 
 

Filters: N/A 
Output: Analysis  
Useful This report totals the number of achievements for each student for each term over 
a three year period and allows the user to easily compare totals year on year.  The report 
also includes the comparison for pupil premium students. 

All totals are displayed graphically on the 2nd tab in the workbook. 
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Please Note – Hertfordshire Term Dates have been used to define half terms. 

BM PRI Achievements by Award Given 

 

Focus: Achievement Incidents 
Output: Word  

Filters: Date is between / Award Given  
Useful This report will produce a list of all achievements for a specified Award over a 
specified period of time.  

BM PRI Total Achieve Pts for Date Range 

This report calculates the total points achieved per student over a date range specified at 
run-time.  The report will produce the list in both Descending and Alphabetical points 
order. 

 

Focus:  Student 
Output: Excel  
Filter:  Date is between / Year Group / Reg Group / House 
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Behaviour Reports 

BM PRI Behaviour Management Summary 

This report uses the summary data in each individual student’s behaviour record and 
displays for all in a chosen Year Group, Reg Group or House.  This report will only display 
data for the current academic year and cannot be filtered to a specific date range. 

 
 

Focus:  Student 
Output: Word 
Filter:  Year Group / Reg Group / House 

BM PRI Pupils with NO Behaviour Logged 

 

Filters: Date is between, Year group, Reg group and House 
Output: Excel 
Useful to determine which pupils within a date range have no behaviour incidents.    

BM PRI Behaviour Report 
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Filters: Behaviour Incident Date between, Year group and Reg group 
Output: Word  
Useful for Class Teachers and the SLT to gain an overview of Behaviour Incidents for a 
Year or/and Reg group.   

BM PRI All Incidents for a Teacher  

 

Filters: Initials of Staff, Behaviour Type, and Behaviour Incident Date is between. 
Output: Word  
Useful for SLT to monitor the recordings of Behaviour.  Please note that staff initials which 
are needed to run the report can be viewed in a staff record subject to the correct access 
rights in Personnel.  

BM PRI Unresolved Incidents for Teacher 

 

This report will print any behaviour incident that has a status of unresolved for a specified 
teacher.  A selection of Action Taken can also be applied to the report.  Teachers will be 
able to use this report to identify those students for whom further intervention is 
necessary to resolve the incident. 

 

Focus:  Students 
Output: Word  
Filter: Staff initials / Behaviour Date is between / Action (outcome) / Behaviour Status 
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BM PRI Behaviour Types Exceeds 3 

 

Filters: Type, Reg and Date is between  
Output: Excel  
Useful for monitoring behaviour.  By clicking the filter next to Total, different selections 
can be made. 

BM PRI Behaviour Incident by Action  

 

 

Filters: Action Taken, Between Dates and Status 
Output: Word 
Useful for Class teachers and SLT to ensure that the sanction issued for the incident 
complies the school’s Behaviour Policy.      

BM PRI Behaviour 3 Yr Comparison 

This report totals the number of behaviour incidents for each student for each term over a 
three year period and allows the user to easily compare totals year on year.  The report 
also includes the comparison for pupil premium students.   

All totals are displayed graphically on the 2nd tab in the workbook. 

 

Focus:  Student 
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Output: Excel  
Filter:  n/a 

BM PRI Total Behaviour per Academic Year 

This report graphically displays the number of behaviour incidents recorded per year since 
Academic Year 2011/2012. 

 

Focus:  Student 
Output: Excel  
Filter:  n/a 

BM PRI Total Behaviour Pts for Date Range 

This report calculates the total points per student over a date range specified at run-time.  
The report will produce the list in both Descending and Alphabetical points order. 

 

Focus:  Student 
Output: Excel  
Filter:  Date is between / Year Group / Reg Group / House 
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BM PRI Individual Beh by Reg Grp 

 

Filters: Behaviour Date is between, Year group and Reg group 
Output: Word 
Useful for Class teachers as provides details of all Behaviour Incidents for the pupils in 
their class in academic year 2020/21.   

BM PRI Individual Beh Log 

 

When the report is run from the Student Focus within SIMS reporting then it is possible to 
filter on Dates, Year and Reg.  

When the report is run from the Pupil’s Record, the filters are ignored and all Behaviour 
Incidents will be shown.   
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BM PRI Quick Behaviour Analysis 

 

 

Filters: Behaviour Date is between 
Output: Analysis  
Useful to obtain an overview of Behaviour Incidents throughout the school.  By using the 
row and column filters this report can be adapted as it counts all Behaviour Incidents 
logged within the specified date range.  Pupils can be identified by clicking on the number 
on the grid.  To view the figures as a percentage click the downward arrow adjacent to 

Calculate .   

BM PRI Beh & Ach Log with comments 2020 

This report provides a summary of the behaviour and achievement data entered for each 
student in the 2020/2021 academic year and includes the comments written for each 
event.  Please note:  This report can only be run for the current academic year and versions 
for previous years should be deleted. 

 

Focus:  Student 
Output: Word 
Filter:  Year Group / Reg Group / House 
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BM PRI Follow Up Check  

 

Filters: Behaviour Date is between, Year group and Reg group  
Output: Word 
Useful for SLT to check that all follow up requests have been addressed.   

BM PRI Initiatives List  

NB: Interventions in the SIMS Behaviour Management module was renamed Initiatives in the Spring 2017 
release.  This is due to the introduction of the SIMS Interventions module in the release. 

 

This report lists initiatives recorded for pupils over a specified date range and can 
be filtered to one particular initiative type if required. The report is sorted in initiative 
order.   
 
Focus: Student  
Output: Word  

Filter: Initiative Type/Initiative Date is between/Year group  
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BM PRI Initiatives Case Study 2020/21 

NB:. Interventions in the SIMS Behaviour Management module was renamed Initiatives in the Spring 2017 
release.  This is due to the introduction of the SIMS Interventions module in the release 

 

This report provides an overview of the current academic year’s events for pupils 
who have received an initiative.  It includes basic information about the pupil as 
well as their attendance data, behaviour detail, initiatives and any public 
communication recorded in the pupil’s communication log. 
 

Focus:  Student 
Output: Word  

Filter:  Year group 

BM PRI Detention Register 

If staff do not have access to SIMS when taking a Detention session this report can be run 
to produce a list of pupils expected for the Detention session.   

 

Focus:  Detentions 
Output: Wordl  
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Filter: Detention Date is between, Detention Type 

BM PRI Pupils on Report  

 

Focus:  Student 
Output: Word  
Filter: Date Student on report is between, Year group, Reg group and House  

BM PRI Pupils on Report Card  

 

Focus:  Student 
Output: Word 
Filter: Start Date is between, Year group, Reg group and House  
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Analysis Reports for SLT, Headteacher and Governors  

BM PRI % Students with Beh in Vuln Grps 

 

This report will show the total number of pupils on roll.  The percentage shows those who 
are in a vulnerable group.  The whole school percentage is shown in grey and those that 
have had incidents are in white.   

Useful to ascertain if a particular vulnerable group is having a high percentage of 
behaviour incidents logged for them.  This report is built in Excel and the Data Sheet allows 
more analysis to take place.    
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BM PRI % Students with Ach in Vuln Grps 

 

This report will show the total number of pupils on roll.  The percentage shows those who 
are in a vulnerable group.  The whole school percentage is shown in grey and those that 
have had incidents are in white.   

Useful to ascertain if vulnerable groups are receiving achievements in line with their peers.    

This report is built in Excel and the Data Sheet allows more analysis to take place.   

 

 

 





 

 

 


